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The Committee Manager
Legislative Assembly Environment and Planning Committee
Parliament House
Spring Street
East Melbourne VIC 3002
eii@parliament.vic.gov.au;
Madam/Sir,
SUBMISSION
ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE INQUIRY
I am a local resident of North Melbourne and have been closely involved in planning and
open space/environmental issues for many years through local community organisations
and environmental and Friends groups and at local government and state government
levels.
My comments particularly relate to the following Terms of Reference:




the impact of population growth in Melbourne and regional centres on the provision
and preservation of environmental infrastructure
the effectiveness of current legislation and planning provisions in securing
environmental infrastructure

Melbourne’s population is forecast to increase significantly, both within established
residential and mixed use areas and in urban renewal areas. I write with particular concern
about the provision of open space in the City of Melbourne area, about which I am most
cognisant.
Reference is made to data in the City of Melbourne’s Open Space Strategy 2012
https://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/community/parks-open-spaces/pages/open-spacestrategy.aspx
and its two documents:
- Open Space Strategy – Planning for Future Growth
- Open Space Strategy – Technical Report
The above reports already predicted there would be less open space per head of population
within 15 years (by 2026). Residential open space would fall by 40% and open space for
residents plus workers, by 31%. The proactive stance taken by the Inquiry to address this
issue is thus timely and welcomed.
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The Council’s Open Space Strategy and other reports1 remain relevant in stating that local
open space should be available within 150-300 metres for residents and city/regional/state
open space should be available within 500 metres; an average of 400 metres is often
quoted.
Applicable in particular, to urban renewal areas, but also to the increasing densities in
existing residential and mixed use areas, 10% of land for residential area development
should be open space; 6% as active open space. And there should be provision of indoor
recreation facilities.
I believe under current provisions under planning schemes, strategic plans, policies,
guidelines, etc. that open space provision is insufficient and is without sufficient legislative
effectiveness.
If governments are to address the forecast significant increases in population and provide
the appropriate levels of open space, then I believe the following points should be
considered:


Open space used for active recreation should not compromise open space set aside for
passive recreation or for biodiversity and habitat values.
A classic example is shared bicycle and pedestrian paths, where increasingly the paths
are treated as bike paths and (active) cyclists generally do not give way to (passive)
walkers. This has been highlighted in Victoria Walks – Shared Paths - the Issues.
(https://www.victoriawalks.org.au/Assets/Files/Shared_paths,_the_issues.pdf)
Suggested solutions are:
- require separation of the major trail paths – a separate path for cyclists and
separate path for pedestrians;
- designate all paths within parks, gardens, reserves as pedestrian priority or
bicycles prohibited;
- within parks, reserves, waterway corridors and other similar open spaces,
bicycles must ride only on paved paths (asphalt, concrete); bicycles must not ride
on parkland or informal tracks;
- in high biodiversity/habitat areas, e.g. wetlands, remnant native vegetation
areas, identified habitat sites and wildlife corridors, bicycles should be
prohibited.
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Dedicated sports facilities should be built on/relocated to former industrial land sites.
Dedicated active recreational/sporting facilities e.g. for football, hockey, basketball,
netball, cricket, baseball, increasingly demand specialised grounds, lighting, scoreboards,
fencing, pavilions, training requirements, service areas, parking, etc – all of which
intensify and extend their use of existing parkland and alienate the parkland from
passive recreational use or from landscape, biodiversity/habitat values (i.e. with
negative conservation/preservation impacts). Many such sports facilities do not need to
be located on open space reserves and parkland. They can be built on former industrial
or building sites, disused railway land or non-open space land. (And existing sports
facilities presently located in parklands, could progressively be relocated to nonVictorian Growth Areas Authority. Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines 2009/open space guidelines
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parkland sites.) Building sports facilities on alternatives to existing parkland and other
open spaces is particularly important given the increased need to provide more open
space for future populations. Inner Melbourne has a finite amount of parks/gardens/
open space, so to cater for the future requirements for both active and passive
environmental infrastructure, dedicated sports facilities that do not require to be sited
on parkland must be built/moved to alternative, non-parkland sites. Planning must
allow for dedicated sports facility sites to be incorporated into urban renewal plans - just
as passive open spaces are included (cf draft Arden Structure Plan 2020). If necessary,
government funding must be part of the provision process – supporting provision of
both active and passive environmental infrastructure.


Require rooftop open spaces and gymnasiums to be installed in all existing and new
CBD buildings.
Already the increased residential and working population in Melbourne’s CBD is seeing
high numbers use existing parks and gardens in the CBD …. almost to the point of
overuse/abuse if the Flagstaff Gardens are used as an example. Residents use the
Gardens after hours and at weekends; workers use the Gardens for lunchtime formal
and informal exercise; students use the Gardens for social gatherings, particularly
BBQ/picnics; Haileybury School uses the Gardens for class outings. The impact of the
increased usage is clearly observable and compromises the Garden’s heritage
significance (Victorian Heritage Register) and preservation of its heritage values.
There is a solution to this – require all residential, office, college, school and
office/commercial buildings in the vicinity (both existing and future) to create rooftop
open spaces and gymnasiums within buildings to relieve the pressure on the Flagstaff
Gardens. The current/overuse situation will only become worse as high rise
developments continue to be built in the surrounding area.



Quality of Environmental Infrastructure
In ‘accessing’ and ‘using’ different types of environmental infrastructure, the Inquiry
should also consider the quality of the environmental infrastructure and the qualitative
impacts of the infrastructure itself and its use on surrounding areas.
For example, the quality of waterways in inner Melbourne is currently negatively
impacted by litter. Another example is the impact of infrastructure such as sporting
facilities on surrounding parkland, habitat areas, and wildlife corridors.
Litter in Waterways
Litter in waterways compromises their open space amenity and environmental health.
Waterways in inner Melbourne (and likely other urbanised areas) have a serious litter
problem. This is due to the extensive amount of litter that enters the waterways from
stormwater drains.
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2780 plastic bottles
Part of the 1 tonne of litter
collected from lower
Moonee Ponds Creek
in 3 hours by 110 volunteers
[Ocean Crusaders 2019]

‘Best practice’, ‘legislation and planning provisions’ ‘preservation’ of environmental
infrastructure in the Terms of Reference allow the Committee to make
recommendations about quality of environmental infrastructure.
Thus for litter, addressing the issues of stopping litter at source; increased use of gross
pollutant traps, increased maintenance and enforcement, increased awareness
campaigns should be part of the remit.
Noise and Light pollution
Similarly, noise and light pollution from active recreational facilities (e.g. sporting fields)
or overzealous/inappropriate use of public lighting in parks, gardens, along waterways
and wildlife corridors can affect amenity for people and for wildlife ecosystems.
In making recommendations for future environmental infrastructure, the Committee
could call on the same ‘best practice’, ‘legislation and planning provisions’
‘preservation’ terms to ensure locating, ‘accessing’ and ‘using’ environmental
infrastructure do not have detrimental impacts on surrounding areas.


Impact of COVID-19
COVID-19 has brought into sharp focus Melbourne’s increased population and the
availability and use of open space. Inner Melbourne’s increased population has
suddenly caught up with its failure to commensurately increase open space. This has
been evidenced in my comments about the Flagstaff Gardens above, but COVID-19
impacts are being seen in other parks and reserves: Royal Park, Arden Street Recreation
Reserve being two examples I am familiar with.
Active and passive recreation are often in conflict due to sheer numbers of users of
parkland/open space: between cyclists and walkers on shared paths being one example,
and incursions particularly by joggers, mountain bikers, dogs of leash through habitat
sites, remnant native vegetation areas and wetlands, as well as general damage to the
parkland and vegetation just through the large numbers of people using the open space.
COVID-19 highlights that the provision, design and use of environmental infrastructure
will need to be appropriately addressed through planning and legislative
recommendations from the Inquiry.
oOo

Kaye Oddie
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